What did you learn in school today?
All Equal?  
Jafnrétti?

Our Education System

“Everybody is a genius. But if you judge a fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.”

-Albert Einstein
One size fits all.
Eins fyrir alla.
The Brain in Class

http://joi.ito.com/weblog/2012/04/30/a-week-of-a-stu.html
THE IMPACT OF TEACHER-STUDENT INTERACTION ON STUDENT MOTIVATION AND ACHIEVEMENT

• “The literature review and results of this study found that teacher-student relationships are crucial to student success.”

TISOME T. NUGENT
Ed. S. University of Central Florida, 2006
How Do We Learn?

The Learning Pyramid

- Teaching Others 90%
- Practice By Doing 75%
- Discussion Group 50%
- Demonstration 30%
- Audio Visual 20%
- Reading 10%
- Lecture 5%

Average Learning Retention Rates

Adapted from NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science
How do we learn?

Bloom’s Taxonomy
(revised by Lorin Anderson)

- Creating
- Evaluating
- Analyzing
- Applying
- Understanding
- Remembering
What kind of people?

- Creative
- Good in communication
- Independent
- Good in group-work
- Working in solutions

Do we teach that in our schools?
THIS IS WHY WE FLIPPED!!

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7seuXKZNdp0
- Higher marks.
- Less behaviour „problems“.
- Students, teachers and parents more satisfied.
- More independet students.
- Higher level of learning.
- Better equal right for learning!

- www.keilir.net
This school? Or....

Classroom should to be places for active interaction, not passive listening and daydreaming.

Sal Khan
YouTube U.
Beats
YouSnooze U.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/cristiano_betta/3159607697/
This one....?